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Introduction
Gene-set analysis (GSA) methods are used as complementary approaches to genomewide association studies (GWASs). The single marker association estimates of a predefined set of genes are either contrasted with those of all remaining genes or with a null nonassociated background. To pool the p-values from several GSAs, it is important to take into account the concordance of the observed patterns resulting from single marker association point estimates across any given gene set. Here we propose an enhanced version of Fisher's inverse χ 2 -method META-GSA, however weighting each study to account for imperfect correlation between association patterns.
Simulation and Power
We investigated the performance of META-GSA by simulating GWASs with 500 cases and 500 controls at 100 diallelic markers in 20 different scenarios, simulating different relative risks between 1 and 1.5 in gene sets of 10 genes. Wilcoxon's rank sum test was applied as GSA for each study. We found that META-GSA has greater power to discover truly associated gene sets than simple pooling of the p-values, by e.g. 59% versus 37%, when the true relative risk for 5 of 10 genes was assume to be 1.5 . Under the null hypothesis of no
Introduction
Genome-wide association studies (GWASs) enable us to identify single markers or narrow genomic regions associated with a disease after genotyping thousands of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) throughout the whole genome. However, the interplay of genes in the etiology of the phenotype in question has still not been considered. "It is well known that genes do not work in isolation; instead, complex molecular networks and cellular pathways are often involved in disease susceptibility and disease progression" [1] . Hence, to respect pathways, which are typically sets of genes connected through known or proposed mechanisms on a molecular, cellular, or organic level, can help discover genetic susceptibility to complex traits [2] . Gene-set analysis (GSA) was therefore proposed as a complementary approach in the investigation of the genetic basis of disease using GWAS results [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In principle, GSA either contrasts the entirety of observed marker-specific associations of a common set of genes of interest (GS) with those of all remaining genes (GS´) (competitive test) or compares these to a null hypothesis (H 0 ) of a non-associated background (self-contained test). GSA approaches provide in general no estimate of the strength of association but only p-values (p GS ), indicating some kind of accumulation in significance of observed associations with a phenotype for genes or markers within the GS (denoted as accumulated marker significance). These p GS -values usually result from one-sided statistical tests. Hence, low p GS -values result from low single marker p-values p m of genes in GS. GSA in general does not provide any estimate of the strength of a joint association for the set of markers or genes in question, respectively. The appeal of GSA as an analysis tool complementary to GWAS is that gene sets which are enriched with moderate association signals may be discovered, even if no individual markers within genes of the GS demonstrate genome-wide significance.
If one aims to perform a meta-analysis across several existing GSA studies (s = 1 . . .n s ) based on GWAS results, it seems straightforward simply to apply e.g. Fisher's inverse χ 2 -method [10] as a quantitative method to pool p-values (p GS,s ) from independent, one-sided tests (further denoted as simple p-pooling (SPP)) of concordant null hypotheses (direction of the test) [10] . Nevertheless, low p GS -values can theoretically arise through accumulated marker significance, in which the minor alleles of all markers are observed for example as protective factors in one study, while being seen at the same time as risk factors in another study. Thus, significance for GS can appear simultaneously in several studies without concordance of the patterns of all observed associations of markers, respectively genes, contained in GS (briefly denoted as association pattern). Consequently, concordance of the direction of the test (of p GS ) is not given a priori. Hence, it is of vital importance to take the concordance of association patterns between studies into account when combining p GS,s -values of several studies (reflecting significance of GSs). Furthermore, replicated accumulated marker significance (low p GS -values) alone is insufficient to state the consistency in GSA findings in terms of the Bradford Hill criteria [11] .
We propose an approach for a quantitative meta-analysis of GSA results, which we have named META-GSA. This follows the idea of an enhanced version of Fisher's inverse χ 2 -method [12] , weighting each study to account for imperfect correlation between its own association pattern with an overall association pattern across studies. Because this overall association pattern is a hidden construct, we use principal component analysis (PCA) to determine appropriate study weights. Doing so, the weights are neither pre-specified nor strictly positive, as presumed by the above-mentioned method. Thus the distribution of the final test statistic under the H 0 of "no accumulated marker significance taking concordance of association patterns into account" needs to be derived by data permutation. In this manuscript we outline the principle of META-GSA. We then present simulation results considering 20 different scenarios for the "pattern of true marker-phenotype association", simulating different relative risks between 1 and 1.5 in gene sets of 10 genes. Finally, we apply META-GSA to four lung cancer GWASs from the Transdisciplinary Research in Cancer of the Lung / International Lung Cancer Consortium (TRICL / ILCCO).
Method

Notation
Assume that for several independent studies s = 1. . .n s gene-set analyses (GSA) based on the results of GWASs have already been performed (see Fig 1) . Within each GWAS, a particular association measure θ m,s (e.g. odds ratio OR) for each of m = 1,. . ., n m markers has been estimated. Additionally, corresponding p-values p m,s and/or test statistics T m,s from two-sided tests of no association (in the case of odds ratios the null hypothesis is: H 0 : θ m,s = 1, the alternative hypothesis is H A : θ m,s 6 ¼1) are available. We introduce the parameter d Within each GSA, a common set of genes GS, identical for all studies s, was compared to another set GS`of genes, possibly all remaining genes or to a non-associated background. A gene-level statistic Γ g,s for each gene g in each study s was constructed from θ m|g,s , T m|g,s or p m|g,s , respectively (e.g. the lowest observed marker-specific p m|g,s -value for all markers of gene m|g). A GSA test statistic for each study ES s , e.g. an enrichment score, was calculated from Γ g,s .
Usually, p-values p GS,s (ES s ) are gained from one-sided tests of H 0,s : ES s = 0 versus e.g. H A,s : ES s >0, i.e. the alternative is an enrichment of low p m|g,s -values of genes from GS.
A meta-analytical approach with several levels such as markers, genes, and gene sets is necessarily rich in notation. Thus the relationship between GWAS, GSA, and META-GSA is summarized in Fig 1. All the important notation is listed in Table 1 .
The term nominal significance is used to indicate significance without correcting for multiple testing.
Aim and principle of META-GSA
The aim of META-GSA is to increase statistical evidence by pooling p-values of GSAs (p GS,s reflecting GS-significance, this is equivalent to accumulated marker significance), taking also into account the concordance of association patterns (reflected by the magnitude of p m|g,s and the direction of θ m|g,s ). We only consider situations in which all studies use the same association measure (e.g. odds ratio).
A well-known p-pooling technique to combine evidence from independent one-sided tests of significance is Fisher's inverse χ 2 -method or enhancements thereof [10, 12, 13] . Assuming a p-value p to follow a uniform distribution, if H 0 is true, the sum M n s ¼ À2 Testing in GSA is usually performed one-sided, thus study-specific p GS,s are used as the p-values to be combined.
w s representing concordance of association patterns (patterns of all or a selected number of observed marker-specific associations of markers, respectively genes, contained in GS)
PDR: A single quantity combing significance and direction of association A core element of META-GSA is the combination of significance (p-values: p g,s ) and direction (e.g. sign of association measure) of an observed gene-specific association in a manner similar to a correlation coefficient, such that zero represents no evidence and the limits +1 and -1 represent strong evidence of positive or negative association. Thus we define a directed reversed p-value (PDR) as The workflow of META-GSA To perform META-GSA, the following four steps are necessary to select and concentrate marker-specific information up to study-specific weights w s, to determine the null distribution of the test statistics M n s , as well as to assess the overall significance: step I) From the marker-to the gene-level:
Combination of significance (p-value) and direction (sign of effect estimate) to a directed reverse p-value (PDR) for each gene;
step II) From the gene-level to between-study concordance:
Determination of study weights from PDRs, step III) Performance of significance testing for a GS and step IV) Correction for multiple testing.
Although summarizing marker-specific association results is necessary as an intermediate step when performing META-GSA, it is not our aim to perform gene-level tests of association. Gene-level statistics are considered only to assess the concordance of association patterns between studies.
Step I: Combination of significance and direction to a PDR for each gene Choosing the best (most significant) marker for a gene "Averaging" over all markers allocated to a gene "Averaging" over only "promising" markers allocated to a gene For META-GSA it is advisable, but not essential, to apply the same strategy of marker selection / aggregation that was used for individual GSAs.
This step, as stated previously, is solely to assess the concordance of association patterns. This is the purpose of "PDR-profiles", one for each study, comprising all genes in GS.
Choosing the best (most significant) marker for a gene. To choose the most significant marker € m s per gene as representative marker is the easiest way to "aggregate" multiple marker information to a single gene-level statistic within each study [8, 14] .
Gene-level significance p g,s : In such a case, the p-values for a gene (within each study) is give straightforward:
The determination of the direction d g,s is a bit more complicate. In the simplest case, all representative markers € m s are the same across the studies. The direction d g,s is then the sign of the association point estimate y € m;s (if H 0 : θ m,s = 0 as for log(odd ratio)):
If the representative markers € m s are not the same, LD between these markers needs to be taken into account to determine d g,s . As measure of choice for LD, we consider r the correlation between the alleles of marker € m s and € m "Averaging" over all markers allocated to a gene. Another way to generate a single genelevel statistic is to combine evidence for association of all markers assigned to a gene [14] .
Gene-level significance p g,s : Performing the weighted Fisher inverse χ 2 -method for single marker p-values p m|g,s is one possibility. Thus the sum C g;s ¼ À2 P n mjg;s i¼1 v i lnðp i;s Þ is calculated and a p-value p g,s is derived from a χ 2 -distribution. Weights v m|g,s are assigned to markers in order to account for pairwise LD and the LD-block structure, respectively. For mSUMSTAT [15] or SLAT [16] permutation approaches to determine these marker weights were previously proposed, but these are time consuming. Instead we choose v m|g,s proportional to the inverse of the sum of r 2 across any pair of markers in the same LD-block: v mjg ¼ 1= P m 0 r 2 m 0 jg;mjg (m´indicat-ing any marker within the same LD-block). Thus the sum of marker weights ∑ g,s v m|g,s is equal to the "number of independent markers" which also defines the degrees of freedom for the considered χ 2 -distribution.
Hence, the p-values for a gene (within each study) is, in contrast to Eq 3a, a function of all markers:
The direction d g,s is simply determined as the weighted mean of marker specific direction (as calculated according Eq 3c), using the same marker weights v m|g,s as before:
"Averaging" over only "promising" markers allocated to a gene. The same procedures as just explained can be applied restricted to "promising" markers (e.g. filtered for p m|g,s <0.05).
Re-orientate the gene-level directions d g,s across studies. To be able to calculated comparable PDRs, one needs to re-orientate these gene-level directions d g,s along a "profile of reference directions", represented by the mean of directions across studies for each gene:
In the case the d g;Ã is negative for a gene g Ã , all d g Ã ,s (direction within a study) are multiplied with -1, to ensure a positive value indicating, that a marker is pointing towards the reference direction (mean of all studies).
As soon as the direction d g,s and the significance p g,s of all genes and for each study are determined, PDR-values p 0 g;s can be calculated according to Eq 1 and comprised (for genes in GS only) in a vector of observed gene-phenotype associations p 0 GS;s ¼ ðp 0 gjGS;s Þ. It is important to note that a true "PDR-profile" of the GS of interest is unknown. The average profile is used as reference instead.
Step II: Determination study weights w s from rank correlations of PDRs Determination of the rank correlation of PDRs between studies. Next, we have to quantify the pairwise concordance of observed PDR-profiles between studies. For this, we simply calculate all pairwise correlations τ s,s' .
Regarding p 0 g;s as a function of the true association θ m,s , the sample size n m,s , perhaps population stratification, and the fitted statistical model, PDRs may be "scaled" differently between studies. Hence, we propose applying Kendall's τ. Alternative correlation measures were also investigated (see S2 Text).
Deriving study weights w s by principal component analysis. Once the correlation matrix is found, we use principal component analysis (PCA) to determine the load of each study on a common but unknown general PDR-profile of the GS. We assume that these loads can be represented by the first principal component (PC1 s ). The corresponding eigenvalue (EV1) is n stimes the fraction of the variance accounted for by PC1 s . Only in the case of perfect pairwise correlation between (total concordance of) PDR-profiles p 0 GS;s between all studies s, this proportion will be 1 and hence EV1 = n 2 and PC1 s = 1. We interpret the fraction EV1 n s as "effective number of studies".
Finally, a study weight w s is calculated as the product of the normalized load and the effective number of studies (= fraction of explained variance):
This satisfies the condition that the sum of weights is equal to the effective number of studies: Step III: Performing significance testing
The assumption that the test statistic M n s asymptotically follows a χ 2 -distribution is based on a few conditions: The p-values are independent, identically distributed (iid), and follow a uniform distribution under H 0 . The weights w s are pre-specified, range between 0 and 1, and sum up to one ( P n s s¼1 w s ¼ 1 and w s !0 for all s). Thus the test statistic M n s is strictly non-negative: M n s ! 0.
Since the assumptions for w s and M n s are not fulfilled, the null distribution of the test statistic M 0 needs to be determined by a permutation procedure, permuting the allocation of genes to GS (to determine w s ) and drawing p GS,s -values by random from a uniform distribution. The statistical significance is expressed by the permutation p-value p permute,GS , which is assessed by the fraction of permutations achieving a test statistic M j (j = 1 to x) at least as extreme as the non-permuted (original) test statistic M 0 . Details and techniques to reduce the computational burden are given in S4 Text and S5 Text.
Step IV: Correction of multiple testing Correction for multiple testing is required if several GSs have been investigated. Because a single genes can appear across multiple gene sets and genes can be in LD to each other, p permut,GSvalues are maybe not independent. Application of a Bonferroni or Šidák adjustment for multiple testing would lead to overcorrection. We propose applying the bootstrap method of Storey and Tibshirani [17, 18] 
Simulation
Method
We performed power simulations in order to compare the performance of META-GSA and the simple p-pooling of GSA results. To this end, we set up 20 different scenarios for "patterns of true marker-phenotype associations" investigated by GSAs based on GWAS data in two to ten studies (see Table 2 ). For simplicity, we assumed only one genotyped marker for each gene. Given a true type I error of 5%, the observed type I error may range from 3% to 7% (95% random dispersion interval for 500 simulations). Given a true power of 50%, the observed power may range from 45% to 54% (95% random dispersion interval for 500 simulations). § Truly associated genes are more frequent in GS' than in GS. where F(RR|GS) is the cumulative distribution function of "true" relative risks (RR) of markers/genes in GS. For example, in scenario 1 the true relative risk (RR) of all markers was set to RR = 1, in scenario 2 to RR = 1.2. Both scenarios represent a H 0 situation for a competitive test strategy. In scenario 5 we assumed RR = 1.2 for half of the markers of GS and a RR = 1 for the other half and all of the markers of GS´. Not necessarily the same markers of GS needed to be truly associated in each study. However, a true association only appears in genes belonging to the gene set of interest, which is an idealized situation for the competitive test strategy. To complete each simulation run, we needed to perform the following steps:
For the MA step we considered samples of 500 cases and 500 controls. The minor allele frequencies of all markers were set to 30%. The distribution of the genotypes was assumed to be in Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE). The prevalence of a binary phenotype in the population was set to 5%. The relative risk was pre-specified and ranged between 1.0 and 1.5. The direction of an association was chosen randomly, assuming both directions as being equally likely.
In the GWAS step we considered 100 genes with one genotyped marker each. For each of these 100 markers, we performed a two-sided Armitage trend test, yielding p m,s -values and fitted log-additive models to determine the direction of observed association (d m,s = +1 if OR!1 and d m,s = -1 if OR<1). Markers strongly deviating from HWE in controls (p m,s <1×10 −7 ) were excluded from further analysis.
In the GSA step, we applied a one-sided Wilcoxon's rank-sum test [19] to investigate enrichment of low p m,s -value in GS (yielding p GS,s ). The gene set GS under investigation always consisted of 10 genes, the remaining 90 genes were considered as GS'.
In the META-GSA step, marker-specific p m,s -values and directions d m,s were subsequently combined to PDR-values. Finally, we determined gene-set-specific p GS,s -values. There was no need to correct for multiple testing because we only regarded a single GS.
Subsequently and for the purpose of comparison, we simply summarized p GS,s -values applying Fisher's inverse χ 2 -method to p SPP -values.
As an alternative approach, one may consider a so-called mega-analysis (individual participant data meta-analysis) directly based on all participants' geno-and phenotype data, if or when available, as gold standard. Advantages of such an approach would be the use of only one statistical model throughout the analysis, the inclusion of available unpublished data, a larger sample size that allows subset analysis, the avoidance of ecological bias, and potentially higher power [20, 21] . However, it has been demonstrated mathematically that summarizing summary results, i.e. performing a meta-analysis for main effects of each marker, is as efficient as pooling genotype data, i.e. performing a mega-analysis for each marker, if no covariates are considered [22] . This is similarly true for investigations of gene x environment interactions [23] . In addition, limitations associated with mega-analysis need to be dealt with, such as ethics or confidentiality constraints in sharing study data, comparable data quality and completeness, or sufficient system capacity for storage and transfer. Analyzing studies separately and summarizing their results in a meta-analysis also enables adjustment for different sets of covariates for different studies, as well as allowing for heterogeneous genetic effects between studies [24] . Since the single marker associations of all studies are available (which is a prerequisite for META-GSA), we also accomplished a random effects meta-analysis for each marker and then performed a single GSA (denoted as pooledGWAS-GSA) for the purpose of comparison with META-GSA and SPP. Thus the combining of studies is switched to the level of markers, respectively genes. This approach is located halfway between an individual participant data meta-analysis and an aggregate study-level data meta-analysis.
We considered 500 simulations for each scenario. The percentages of p META-GSA -values, p pooledGWAS-GSA -values or p SSP -values lower than the level of significance of 5% were used as power for the respective test. Given a true type I error of 5%, the observed type I error may range from 3% to 7% (95% random dispersion interval for 500 simulations).
An overview of the scenarios, the achieved type I error, and power is presented in Table 2 .
Type I error
As expected, in about 5% of the simulations, a GS is falsely discovered when the pattern of association does not differ between GS and GS' (scenarios 1-3). Any observed type I error is within random variation according to the number of simulations. However, in the case of mixed structures with risk markers in GS and GS' (scenario 20), SPP, pooledGWAS-GSA and META-GSA seem to be conservative (type I error ranges between 2.6% and 4.8%). Interestingly, there seems to be almost no systematic overlap in discovered GSs between META-GSA and SPP. For example, in scenario 1 the GS was falsely discovered in 20 simulation runs by each approach. However, GS was concordantly discovered by META-GSA and SPP in only four runs (see Table 3 ). Furthermore, almost no correlation between p META-GSA and p SPP was observed (see Fig 2) . False-positive gene sets found by META-GSA and SPP only partially overlap. We assume that this may result at least in part from respecting the concordance of association patterns.
Power
Next, we consider those scenarios in which patterns of association differ between GS and GS' (scenarios [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The power of a META-GSA exceeded that of SPP in all considered scenarios, that of a pooledGWAS-GSA was always in between. Only in the presence of stronger markerspecific associations (e.g. true RR = 1.5) and a larger number of studies (scenarios 8, 15, and 16) were pooledGWAS-GSA and META-GSA comparable in terms of power.
For example, the simulated power of META-GSA was almost 60% if five markers with a true RR = 1.5 belong to GS (scenario 8). For SPP, we achieved a power of only 37% and a power of 56% for a pooledGWAS-GSA in the same scenario. The GS was identified by META-GSA in 294 out of 500 runs, while SPP identified the GS in only 184 of those 294 runs (approximately two out of three runs). In every simulation run in which META-GSA failed to identify the GS correctly, SPP also failed (see Table 3 ). Using SPP, the largest p-value found in these 294 runs was p SPP = 0.62, indicating that gene sets are missed by SPP, which were identified by META-GSA (see Fig 3) .
For the pattern combination of scenario 8, we also simulated the power dependent on the number of studies to be combined (scenarios 9-16) and found a steady increase in power for all three approaches. META-GSA always proved superior to both SPP and pooledGWAS-GSA.
Regarding scenarios 4 to 8, we found that the more GS differs from GS', the larger the benefit becomes in terms of power of META-GSA compared to SPP.
Finally, we simulated three patterns with varying associations in both gene sets GS and GS' (scenarios [17] [18] [19] . Note that a third to a half of all the genes in GS' were set to be associated, which is an extremely and unrealistically high proportion. We found a remarkable loss of power if the GS of interest is dominated by other gene sets in GS', meaning that truly associated genes are more frequent in GS' than in GS (scenario 19). The power of a META-GSA even falls below the level of significance, as was the case for a pooledGWAS-GSA. This was to be expected, since we simulated according to the "competitive hypothesis". SPP behaves better in such a scenario. However, a demonstrated power of 8% is far from promising though.
Application: GO-Pathways and Lung Cancer Previous comparison of GSA methods
Data from four case-control GWASs of lung cancer risk were previously implemented [15] to compare the performance of four different GSA approaches: EASE [3] , GenGen (developed from GSEA) [8] , SLAT [16] , and mSUMSTAT [15] a modification of the SUMSTAT approach [25] . The lung cancer cases and controls were taken from the Central Europe Study [26] , a study of the Lunenfeld-Taneberg Research Institute / Toronto [26] , the German Lung Cancer Study [27, 28] , and a study of the MD Anderson Cancer Center / Texas (MDACC Study, nonsmall cell lung cancer cases and controls) [29] . This research was granted a renewed protocol approval from the Dartmouth Committee for Protection of Human Subjects on 7/30/2014 with id STUDY00023602. The specific protocol for this research covers meta-analysis of data from several studies for which participants previously signed consent documents and for which genome-wide association studies have already been completed. The current research covers the combination of data across studies. These studies are shared amongst members of the Transdisciplinary Research in Cancer of the Lung / International Lung Cancer Consortium (TRICL / ILCCO). Data from these four studies were combined into two data sets: 1) Central Europe and Toronto (CETO); and 2) Germany and MDACC (GRMD), in order to create adequate sample sizes and statistical power to detect associations in the pathway analyses. More details on the studies are provided by Fehringer et al. [15] . In summary, the genotypic information from 8,542 individuals (3,897 cases and 4,646 controls) was used. Genotyping of more than 300,000 SNPs assigned to about 18,000 genes was performed using either the Illumina HumanHap300 or HumanHap550 chips. In total, 7,163 genes were assigned to at least one of 421 GO level 4 pathways (obtained from the GenGen website), comprising 15 to 200 genes to avoid testing overly large or small gene sets. Only a single gene set (GO0015464: acetylcholine receptor activity) was found nominally significant in both data sets by two of the four GSA methods. Some biological interpretation of how acetylcholine receptor activity can influence the risk for lung cancer was given [15] .
The resulting files, containing p-values according to gene set and method as well as SNP-togene assignment, gene-to-pathway assignment, and SNP-wise association, were the same as used previously. The only information needed which had not been used previously was the LD measure between markers within genes to homogenize PDRs. These quantities were therefore estimated based on a sample of 484 Caucasians used as controls in the German Lung Cancer Study. All controls were genotyped for 561,466 SNPs using the Illumina Sentrix HumanHap550 Beadchip. How we corrected for multiple testing is outlined in S6 Text.
Results
At the nominal level of significance of α = 5%, 30 out of all 421 gene sets were found to be significant according to p permut by at least one of the GSA methods (EASE, GenGen, SLAT, mSUMSTAT), when only the most significant marker was selected to determine concordance of the direction of association. Remarkably, 26 gene sets thereof were identified irrespective of which GSA approach was chosen. In contrast, 134 pathways would have been identified as nominally significant by at least one of the GSA methods when using SPP and only 8 by all of the methods. This impressively demonstrates the selective character of META-GSA. Moreover, a strong variation in the number of nominally significant gene sets between GSA methods was observed when analyzed by SPP (28 to 72 gene sets). This maybe can be attributed to the principles of the applied GSA methods. EASE or GeneGen are based on the count of genes classified as significant or not significant. Analyzed by SPP the number of nominal significant gene sets are 32 or 28, respectively. SLAT an mSUMSTAT make use of the magnitude of single marker significance (p-values or χ Applying META-GSA, results were consistent irrespective of which GSA method was used. Using all SNPs at a gene, 46 to 47 gene sets were nominally significant; using only significant SNPs at each gene, 22 to 24 gene sets appeared nominally significant. Using the most significant SNPs for each gene, the number of significant gene sets lay in between (27 to 30 gene sets, see Table 4 ). This demonstrates that META-GSA substantially reduces the influence of the GSA method applied on the final results. On the contrary, the dependency of SPP on the GSA method applied can clearly be demonstrated for GO0015291, for which p SPP , adjusted for multiple testing ranges, from 0.0003 to 1.0. Further details demonstrating the inhomogeneity between GSA-methods and the homogenizing effect of META-GSA are given in S7 Text.
The homogenizing effect of META-GSA can also be demonstrated by the strong pairwise rank correlations between the p META-GSA -values of the GSA-methods, when using the most significant SNP to determine concordance (ρ > 0.85) in contrast with only moderate correlations regarding p SPP -values (ρ % 0.5; see Table 5 ).
A comparison here with pooledGWAS-GSA cannot be made, since gene set analyses were previously applied to the presented data only for each study, but not for a pooled GWAS.
Using all markers allocated to a gene to determine concordance and applying the GSA approach EASE revealed GO-pathway GO0015291 ("transmembrane transporter activity") to be significantly enriched with associated genes (p permut = 0.0001; p META_GSA = 0.315). When GSA was performed using another method, significance was reached nominally (p permut 0.001) but not when adjusted for multiple testing (p META_GSA % 0.2). In comparison with META-GSA, even nominal significance was missed applying SPP. For the previously identified 
Discussion
It is increasingly recognized that GSA can extend GWAS approaches by incorporating existing knowledge of biological processes, with the aim of identifying disease-related pathways. GSA has gained great popularity and several approaches have been proposed. Although the pros and cons have been discussed [9, 19] and points to improve have been formulated [30] , it has only been mentioned that there is a need to replicate pathway association findings to avoid false positive results [30] . According to our knowledge, there is no formal method to combine the results of several GSAs. The basic criticism on applying simple p-pooling (SPP) is a lack in interpretability of results when single markers differ in their attributed role as risk or predictive factor. Here we propose the quantitative approach META-GSA to combine such results, respectively GS-significance, by incorporating concordance of single-marker association patterns between studies, relevant for the GS of interest.
The main steps of META-GSA are first to determine the concordance of association patterns; second, to use these to derive a weight for each study; and third, to apply a weighted version of Fisher's inverse χ 2 -method to summarize significance of GSAs in a single meta-analytical pvalue. Thus significance of GSA-results and concordance of single-marker association are combined. META-GSA can be further considered as a conditional approach, testing GS-significance conditional to, or in the presence of concordance of association patterns.
Since the mathematical conditions of the weighted version of Fisher's inverse χ 2 -method are not fulfilled, the application of a CPU-intensive permutation procedure is required. Thus we investigated the effort and benefits of META-GSA in comparison with SPP, which is fast but does not address concordance of association patterns in any way. Both methods keep type 1 error at the specified level. However, under H 0 the results of META-GSA and SPP were found to be almost uncorrelated. We believe this to be down to addressing or ignorance of the concordance of association patterns, respectively. Moreover, META-GSA was found to be more powerful than SPP. The greater the number of studies combined, the larger the advantages in power became. The gain in power can be clearly attributed to the fact that META-GSA is more efficient at separating the "wheat from the chaff" for gene sets in terms of false replicate findings when concordance of association patterns is not given. Given a unique truly associated gene set, META-GSA successfully yielded a significant result twice out of 3 times, whereas SPP failed to find even one of these two significant results.
We also compared META-GSA to a pooledGWAS-GSA approach. For the latter, the combining of studies is switched to the level of markers, followed by a single GSA performed on the pooled marker-specific associations. In general, we found META-GSA to outperform pooledG-WAS-GSA. This is similar to the fact that a mega-analysis does not outperform a meta-analysis when testing for single marker association [22] . One further advantage of META-GSA is the fact that heterogeneity in the strength of association for single markers or genes, respectively, between studies does not necessarily cause lower power, as long as other genes belonging to GS compensate such deficiency. "Between-study heterogeneity . . . can offer valuables insight for further clarification of gene-disease associations" [31] . Furthermore, META-GSA is applicable to any GSA method selected, even those using individual participants' genotype data, which may prove to be more suitable and more powerful than methods based on GWAS summary results (pooledGWAS-GSA) [2, 32] . Resting the GSA on common effect estimates can become critical in the case of strong study heterogeneity for few or many markers, since the existence of a common marker-specific association in such a situation is doubtful. For META-GSA, study heterogeneity results in low concordance of the patterns of study-specific association estimates and subsequently in low study weights, which simply reduces the power, however without violating such a critical assumption.
Nevertheless, the simulations were configured to compare a gene set of interest to all other genes. If the investigated gene set is truly dominated by other, containing more strongly associated genes, the simulation revealed META-GSA as performing poorly, although META-GSA is not based on the so-called "competitive hypothesis". This disadvantage is related to the genetic architecture of complex diseases that always needs to be taken into account when performing pathway analysis [1, 9] . GSA is likely to be informative if the interplay of hundreds of genes in pathways contributes to the susceptibility to a disease or trait. In the presence of a single, strongly associated gene, GSA methods may be of less interest to research that addresses the "competitive hypothesis". However, such a drawback can be obviated by e.g. excluding such genes and other genes of already identified pathways from the analysis. GSA methods addressing the "self-contained hypothesis" are said to be more appropriate, as is the case in studies limited to candidate genes. Note that META-GSA is applicable to both types of hypotheses underlying a GSA. META-GSA, however, has only limited use for pleiotropic investigation, since concordance of gene effects between all studies is regarded as important. This matters when considering only one outcome entity. Summarizing genetic associations with distinct but putatively related traits, one may allow susceptibility loci to be associated in subsets or in different directions for different traits [33] .
Applying META-GSA to (only) two independent GWAS/GSA investigations into lung cancer revealed that META-GSA is more robust than SPP compared to the previously used GSA method. Furthermore, we discovered a positive relationship between the sufficiency in condensing single-SNP information to a gene-level statistic and the likelihood of identifying a related gene set. Nevertheless, this observation is related to the general discussion of how to condense SNP information within a gene, addressing LD structures, gene size and length, overlapping genes, or the statistical method applied [1, 9, 30] .
All the same, META-GSA has some critical points that need to be mentioned. First, it is necessary to estimate LD between neighboring markers to be able to calculate PDRs of differing markers across studies. However, patterns of LD in the human genome are said to be noisy, they vary from region to region, and are difficult to determine for broadly defined ethnicities such as Caucasians, Africans, and Asians. For example, LD in non-African populations extends over longer genomic distances than in Africans [34] . Since it is known that LD-patterns in human subpopulations are different [35] , this can be problematic if one aims to combine results across different ethnicities or if the source population of a study is known to be admixed. To circumvent the problem of multiple ethnicities, we considered only studies of Caucasians in our analysis.
Secondly, a number of alternative ways to combine marker-level estimates to a gene-level statistic have already been published. This includes the inverse gamma method (GM) [36] , the rank truncated product method (RTP) [37] , the truncated product method (TPM) [36] ; the adaptive rank truncated product method (ARTP) [38] , or any approach for that matter, in which the number of true null hypotheses [39] is estimated. Any of these methods could have been implemented instead. The pros and cons of several methods have been discussed elsewhere [36] [37] [38] [39] .
Thirdly, the use of a permutation procedure is time and CPU-intensive. We therefore developed a "quick but dirty" test to avoid the computational burden caused by unnecessary permutations. This test consists of a marginal combination of significance and concordance of association patterns (details are given in S8 Text). However, we must recognize that the ability to sort out only "bad candidate gene sets" for the permutation was fairly limited. That said, we could speed up the program by implementing early-stopping rules. That again also means that the resulting p-values are insufficiently approximated and imprecise, in particular for gene sets clearly not significant.
Fourthly, p-values are the only results. As with most GSA approaches META-GSA does not deliver any effect estimation.
Fifthly, gene-set analysis results are often prone to sources of bias including a) unequal gene set size, a) LD patterns and c) overlapping genes [6, 30, 40] . To be robust against a) and b) multiple comparison procedures, such as Sidak's correction [6] ; decorrelation tests [5] ; or omnibus tests, such as Fisher's inverse Chi 2 -method (e.g. SLAT [16] ) are used. To be robust against a), b) and c) permutation procedures (e.g. ALIGATOR [41] ) or single model approaches comprising all SNPs allocated to a gene-set and correcting for the number of effective markers (e.g. kernel methods [32] ) can be used. An additional source of bias results from d) low resolution knowledge bases. To perform GWASs and GSAs one needs to annotate SNPs to genes which are annotated to pathways in a static way, referring to public databases. In contrast, genes act dynamically and may have for instance several transcripts which can be active or passive in a certain pathway. Thus, a static annotation maybe doesn't matches well to a dynamic biological process. Furthermore, e) both SNP-to-gene as gene-to-pathway annotation databases reflect at the best the state of knowledge and should therefore considered as incomplete (to an unknown degree). Because GSA methods, as they have been proposed, use genomewide genotype data therefore are f) unable to model dynamic response of a gene in the course of disease development. In the same they are g) limited to model response to external stimuli [40] . These additional sources of bias (d-g) affect all GSA approaches. Hence, META-GSA is concerned (biased) to the same extend as the GSA approaches aimed to be combined.
All in all, we demonstrate that META-GSA may be a powerful add-on tool in the research of the genetic architecture of complex traits or diseases. One can attribute its benefit to the incorporation of the concordance of single-marker association into the test statistics.
All programs were implemented in SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute, NC, USA) and are provided as S11 Text.
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